Introduction
Among many directions of optical diagnostics of organic phase−inhomogeneous objects, a new technique -laser po− larimetry has been formed within recent 10 years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . It enables to obtain information about optical anisotropy of phase−inhomogeneous objects in the form of coordinate dis− tributions of the biological tissues (BT) azimuths and ellip− ticities of their object field polarization. Specifically, the above mentioned model was used for finding and substantiating the interrelations between the ensemble of statistic moments of the 1 st to 4 th orders that characterize the orientation−phase structure (distribution of optical axes and phase shifts for directions of protein fibril networks) of birefringent BT architectonics and that of 2D distributions of azimuths and ellipticities of their laser images [1] . It was determined that the 3 rd and the 4 th statistic moments for coordinate distributions of ellip− ticities are the most sensitive to the change (caused by dystrophic and oncological processes) of optical aniso− tropy inherent to protein crystals [14, 15] . On this basis, the criteria for early diagnostics of muscle dystrophy, pre−cancer states of connective tissue, collagenosis, etc. were determined [16, 17] .
However, application of statistical analysis to coordinate distributions for azimuths and ellipticities of polarization in BT laser images does not enable to estimate local changes in the structure of optically anisotropic networks formed from protein crystals. On the other hand, in many cases, the study of biological fluids (blood, urine, bile, synovial fluid, etc.) is more topical and accessible from the clinical viewpoint than the study of BT. Thereof, the task to develop new appro− aches to a local analysis of polarization−inhomogeneous images of biological fluids seems rather reasonable.
Our work is aimed at studying capabilities of the wavelet analysis in determination of statistical (statistical moments of the 1 st to 4 th orders) as well as fractal (fractal dimensio− nalities) parameters that characterize distributions of wave− let coefficients for images of synovial fluid taken from human joints with various pathologies by using the method [18, 19] . 
Here, r is the direction of optical axis,
Dnd is the phase shift introduced between the orthogonal compo− nents of the amplitude of laser wave with the length l pass− ing through the liquid crystal with the linear size of its geo− metrical section d and the birefringence index Dn.
The Mueller f ik matrix elements of liquid−crystal net− work in the plane of synovial fluid layer are determined by the following algorithm
where N is the finite number of liquid crystals. The classical definition of the Mueller matrix { } F for biological objects consists not only in the fact that it descri− bes optical properties of their optically anisotropic compo− nent, but also in the fact that such mathematical operator completely characterizes the processes of transformation of the Stokes vector S by phase−inhomogeneous layers [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 
Here, S S 0 , * are the Stokes vectors of illuminating and object beams. For a more general state of elliptically polarized wave, the Stokes vector looks as follows [1] 
where a b 0 0 , are the azimuth and ellipticity of an electro− magnetic wave.
Taking into account Eq. (2) to Eq. (5), the Stokes vector S * can be written in a complete form as
Being based on Eq. (6), we obtain expressions for deter− mining the azimuth a and the ellipticity b of the object elec− tromagnetic field polarization
( )
For the investigated samples, the following range of lat− eral dimensions (1-15 μm) in the plane of a sample is the most probable. Such geometry of the optical−anisotropic network forms the following probable range of the phase d changes (0-90 deg).
It follows from the analysis of Eqs. (7) and (8) [1] .
Hereinafter (without less of analysis completeness), the polarization map of ellipticity, which is the most convenient for characterization of biological crystals birefringence, will be considered.
Wavelet approach to analysis of distributions for ellipticity of polarization of laser images inherent to synovial fluid
If a prototype function is taken as a specific wavelet func− tion, possessing a finite base both in coordinate and fre− quency spaces, then one can expand into series the one− −dimensional distribution of the ellipticity b( ) x for polariza− tion [18, 19] 
where
-is the base function formed from the function−prototype by the shifting b and the scaling a, while the coefficients of this expansion are determined as follows
The result of this wavelet transformation for the one−di− mensional distribution of polarization parameters is a two− −dimensional array of the coefficients that are defined by the following relation 
In our work, as a wavelet function we have used the so−called MHAT function, i.e., the second derivative of the Gaussian function. MHAT wavelet possesses a narrow energy spectrum and two moments (zero and first) that are equal to zero. It satisfies the analysis of complex signals rather well. The mathematical expression for the MHAT wavelet is of the following form
The quantitative analysis of two−dimensional distribu− tions of wavelet coefficients, Eq. (11) 
To calculate autocorrelation functions of W(a = 2,10,30; b = 1,2,…m) related with wavelet coefficients for distribu− tions of ellipticity of laser image polarization, we used the following expression [1, 20] 
Here, is the length of discrete sampling W(a = 2,10,30; b = 1,2,…m) = X 1 , X 2 ,…, X n ; μ is the average value, s 2 is the dispersion, and m n , are the positive integers. The fractal (self−similar) analysis of W(a = 2,10,30; b = 1,2,…m) distributions was performed using calculation of the logarithmic dependences log ( ) log S d xx w --1 for the power spectra S xx ( ) w , which was calculated as a discrete Fourier transform of the corresponding autocorrelation function R m xx ( ) using the MatLab software [1, 20, 21 ]
where w are the normalized frequencies which correspond to the spatial frequencies ( Figure 1 shows the traditional optical scheme of a polarime− ter for measuring the set of coordinate distributions for ellip− ticity of polarization of laser images inherent to human synovial fluid [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Optical scheme of polarimeter and technique of polarimetric investigations
Illumination was made with a collimated beam (radius r = 10 mm) of He−Ne laser 1 (l = 0.6328 μm). Using the polarization illuminator (quarter−wave plates 3, 5, and polarizer 4) we formed respective states for polarization of illuminating beam: 1 -0°, 2 -90°, 3 -45°, 4 -Ä (right circulation).
The image of synovial fluid layer was formed within the light−sensitive area (800×600 pix) of CCD camera 10 by using the micro−objective 7.
For each separate pixel, we determined four parameters of the Stokes vector = + = -
Here The values of ellipticity of polarization were calculated using the following algorithm
The coordinate sets of values b( ) m ń we shall name as polarization maps.
Brief characteristic of objects under investigation
As objects for experimental studying, we chose optically− −thin layers of synovial fluid taken from a joint of the healthy patient [ Fig. 2(a) ] and with atrophic arthritis [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The images of layers prepared from synovial fluid taken from human joints (Fig. 2) are indicative of availability of two fractions -optically isotropic and liquid−crystal net− work (anisotropic one). As it can be seen, geometric struc− ture and sizes of separate elements in the polycrystalline network of the samples prepared from biological fluids are individual. anisotropic -liquid−crystalline phase consisting of a set of optically uniaxial birefringent liquid crystals of va− rious types, fibrin fibers and collagen fibers. Quantitatively this structure of polarization maps for synovial fluid of both types can be illustrated with the histo− grams h( ) b that are dependences symmetrical relatively to the main extrema at b = 0 o . Summarized in Table 1 are the values and ranges for sta− tistical moments of the 1 st to 4 th orders that characterize the distributions b( ) m ń within the limits of two groups of healthy (q = 21) and with atrophic arthritis (q = 19) patients.
Polarization maps for laser images of human synovial fluid
Our comparative analysis of the data obtained did not reveal sufficiently reliable criteria (within the framework of statistical approach) for differentiation of coordinate struc− ture in polarization maps for synovial fluid of both types. The values and ranges for changing the whole set of statisti− cal moments M j=12 3 4 ; ; ; related to distributions of the ellip− ticity b of polarization are superimposed. 
Wavelet analysis of polarization distributions of laser images for polycrystalline networks in synovial fluid
The locally scaled analysis of coordinate distributions b( ) m ń for laser images of synovial fluid is provided using linear k km 1, ; (Fig. 6 ) and with atrophic arthritis (Fig. 7) patients.
As seen from the data obtained, the distributions for wavelet coefficients The possibilities of diagnosing pathological processes in a human organism by using the wavelet analysis of polariza− tion maps for ellipticity of laser images describing synovial fluid have been illustrated in Table 2 , where the values of statistical moments that characterize distributions on three scales a min of the MHAT wavelet for two groups of healthy (21 samples) and sick (19 samples) patients are sum− marized. 
Conclusions

